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In 1937, fighters began using our Le Roy Mexican gauze to protect 
their hands during training and competitions.  

 
For years fighters and coaches asked us to make more products for 

boxing, MMA, and Muay Thai. 
 

We’re happy to announce our next generation of handwraps and 
gauze for combat sports.  
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Primero HandwrapsPrimero Handwraps  
••  MexicanMexican--style, semistyle, semi--elastic handwrap.elastic handwrap.  
••  2” x 200 inches long.2” x 200 inches long.  
••  Secures with a thumb loop and Velcro closure.Secures with a thumb loop and Velcro closure.  
••  SKU: #21100SKU: #21100--P (1 pair) $2.90 #21100P (1 pair) $2.90 #21100--B (120 pairs)  $286.80B (120 pairs)  $286.80  
  
Skin Ripper TapeSkin Ripper Tape  
••  Premium fight tape with the most aggressive adhesive Premium fight tape with the most aggressive adhesive 

available for combat sports.available for combat sports.  
••  1” x 10 yds 1” x 10 yds   
••  Stays in place round after round.Stays in place round after round.  
••  1” SKU: #25201 (1 roll) $.1.80 #252011” SKU: #25201 (1 roll) $.1.80 #25201--B (200 rolls) $248B (200 rolls) $248  
  
  
Cazador GauzeCazador Gauze  
••  Premium 100% cotton gauze for wrapping hands before Premium 100% cotton gauze for wrapping hands before 

fights and sparring.fights and sparring.  
••  2” x 15 yds.2” x 15 yds.  
••  Easy to cut, stays in place, and helps absorb sweat.Easy to cut, stays in place, and helps absorb sweat.  
••  SKU: #21110 (1 roll) $.90 #21110SKU: #21110 (1 roll) $.90 #21110--B (50 rolls) $36.50B (50 rolls) $36.50  
  
The Original Le Roy Mexican GauzeThe Original Le Roy Mexican Gauze  
••  Conforms to every surface of the fist for protection of the Conforms to every surface of the fist for protection of the 

knuckles and hands.knuckles and hands.  
••  Trusted by fighters for nearly 80 years.Trusted by fighters for nearly 80 years.  
••  2” x 5.5 yds, 3” x 5.5 yds, 4” x 5.5 yds.2” x 5.5 yds, 3” x 5.5 yds, 4” x 5.5 yds.  
••  2” SKU: #74255 (10 wraps) $5.73; #742552” SKU: #74255 (10 wraps) $5.73; #74255--B (288 wraps) $152.64B (288 wraps) $152.64  
••  3” SKU: #74355 (10 wraps) $6.80; #743553” SKU: #74355 (10 wraps) $6.80; #74355--B (192 wraps) $120.96B (192 wraps) $120.96  
  
Pro White Fight TapePro White Fight Tape  
••  Comparable quality to the leading tape brands sold for Comparable quality to the leading tape brands sold for 

combat sports.combat sports.  
••  1” x 10 yds & 2” x 10 yds.1” x 10 yds & 2” x 10 yds.  
••  1” SKU: #25101 (1 roll) $.85; #251011” SKU: #25101 (1 roll) $.85; #25101--B (200 rolls) $145.50B (200 rolls) $145.50  
••  2” SKU: #25102 (1 roll) $1.70; #251022” SKU: #25102 (1 roll) $1.70; #25102--B (100 rolls) $145.50B (100 rolls) $145.50  
  
SwabsSwabs  
••  HeavyHeavy--duty, highly absorbent swabs.duty, highly absorbent swabs.  
••  8” durable polypropylene shaft won’t snap.8” durable polypropylene shaft won’t snap.  
••  SKU: #25808 (50 swabs) $10.39SKU: #25808 (50 swabs) $10.39  
  
AlboleneAlbolene  
••  Aids in perspiration for fighters trying to make weight.Aids in perspiration for fighters trying to make weight.  
••  Unscented. Unscented.   
••  12 ounce jar.12 ounce jar.  
••  SKU: #25889(1 jar) $14.39SKU: #25889(1 jar) $14.39  
  


